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Abstract Background: Dilated cardiomyopathy represents the final common pathway produced by a variety of ischemic, toxic, 
metabolic and immunological mechanisms damaging the heart muscle. Recently, it has been shown that LA volume 
provides a more accurate measure of LA size than conventional M-mode LA dimension. Transthoracic echocardiography 
is most commonly used in daily clinical practice to assess LA size. Aim and objective: To analyze the degree of LA 
remodeling and the pathophysiologic determinants of LA volume in patients with LV systolic dysfunction in patients with 
dilated cardiomyopathy Methodology: Present prospective study was carried out on patients with a diagnosis of DCMP. 
Sex matched controls were recruited. The left atrial functions of the patients were evaluated by performing transthoracic 
echocardiography. The LV ejection fraction, LV volumes, and LV mass were determined. Mitral E-wave (E) and A-wave 
(A) velocities, E/A ratio, and E-wave deceleration time (DTE) is also measured off-line. Mitral regurgitation was assessed 
by color flow Doppler echocardiography. Data was analyzed with appropriate statistical tests. Results: Mean age of the 
study population was 36.08 ±16.13 years. Patients with DCM showed a larger LA volume (75.57 ± 27.60 ml,) compared 
with normal control subjects (58.57 ± 21.37 p < 0.016). Differences in the E-wave velocity (0.92 ± 0.25 vs. 1.07 ± 0.20; p 
<0.029), A-wave velocity (0.68 ± 0.32 vs. 0.82 ± 0.16 p < 0.066), E/A ratio (1.71 ± 0.90 vs. 1.30 ± 0.25 p < 0.05), or DT 
(165 ± 40.11 vs.197.25± 24.33 p <0.002) were observed between patients and control subjects. Em and LVEF were 
significant determinants of LA volume with p value of 0.03 and 0.01. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cardiomyopathy is a primary disorder of the heart muscle 
that causes abnormal myocardial performance and is not 
the result of disease or dysfunction of other cardiac 
structures. They are distinctive because they are not the 
result of pericardial, valvular, hypertensive or congenital 
diseases.1 Dilated cardiomyopathy accounts for upto 25% 
of all cases of CHF. The incidence of DCM is reported to 
be 5 to 8 cases per 1,00,000 population per year. It occurs 
3 times more frequently in males as compared to females. 
It is also more common in blacks.2 Dilated cardiomyopathy 
is the most common variety of cardiomyopathy. The most 
common dilated cardiomyopathy is the ischemic dilated 
cardiomyopathy followed by idiopathic / familial, diabetic 
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and alcohol cardiomyopathy.3 Cardiomyopathy has many 
causes. Finding a specific cause for a cardiomyopathy is 
often difficult, especially when it is multifactorial. 
Traditionally, ischemic cardiomyopathy is listed as the 
most common cause of cardiomyopathy. Idiopathic 
cardiomyopathy is the second most common cause. 
Echocardiography has become one of the most useful and 
most efficient diagnostic modalities in attaining a 
diagnosis and classification of cardiomyopathy. 4,5 Left 
atrial (LA) enlargement has been proposed as a barometer 
of diastolic burden and a predictor of common 
cardiovascular outcomes such as atrial fibrillation, stroke, 
congestive heart failure, and cardiovascular death. Left 
atrium dilatation can occur in a broad spectrum of 
cardiovascular diseases including hypertension, left 
ventricular dysfunction, mitral valve disease and AF. In 
general, two major conditions are associated with LA 
dilatation: pressure overload and volume overload. 6 LA 
volume overload frequently occurs in the setting of mitral 
regurgitation. Pressure overload is most frequently caused 
by an increased LA afterload, secondary to mitral valve 
disease or left ventricular dysfunction. Pritchett et al. 7 
demonstrated a close correlation between LA volume and 
the severity of diastolic dysfunction after adjusting for the 
presence of covariates including age, gender, 
cardiovascular disease, ejection fraction and left 
ventricular mass. Accordingly, it has been suggested that 
whereas LA volumes represent long-term exposure to 
elevated pressures, Doppler measures of filling pressures 
rather represent the actual left ventricular filling pressures 
at one point in time. 8 Different non-invasive imaging 
modalities are available for assessment of LA size and 
anatomy. Transthoracic echocardiography is most 
commonly used in daily clinical practice to assess LA size. 
Present study was conducted to analyze the degree of LA 
remodeling and the pathophysiologic determinants of LA 
volume in patients with LV systolic dysfunction in patients 
with dilated cardiomyopathy. 
Aim and objective: To analyze the degree of LA 
remodeling and the pathophysiologic determinants of LA 
volume in patients with LV systolic dysfunction in patients 
with dilated cardiomyopathy 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
Present study was prospective study. It was carried out on 
patients admitted in ICU at Narayana Medical College and 
Hospital, Chintareddy. Study period January 2019 to 
September 2019. A total of 50 patients (30 men and 20 
women) were recruited as cases. Patients with a diagnosis 
of DCMP who had a complete echocardiographic Doppler 
examination within one month of clinical evaluation and 
who were followed for 3 months formed the study 
population. Sex matched controls were recruited. Twenty 

subjects in sinus rhythm, with no history of cardiac disease 
and with entirely normal echocardiographic findings were 
control group participants.  
Inclusion Criteria: 1. Patients with Congestive Heart 
failure (New York Heart Association class II to IV) for ≥3 
months while receiving medical treatment 2. Consecutive 
patients who had a complete echocardiographic Doppler 
examination with a LV ejection fraction of ≤40% on the 
basis of echocardiographic evaluation using a modified 
Simpson’s method. 3. Patients above age of 14 years  
Exclusion Criteria: 1. Patients with Significant organic 
mitral or aortic valve disease 2. Patients with amyloidosis 
or constrictive pericarditis 3. Patients with A recent 
myocardial infarction <6months.  
Study was approved by ethical committee of the institute. 
A valid written consent was taken from patients or 
guardians of the patients after explaining study to them. 
Data was collected with pretested questionnaire. Data 
included demographic data and detailed clinical history. A 
through clinical examination was done. All patients 
underwent transthoracic echocardiography. The left atrial 
functions of the patients were evaluated by performing 
transthoracic echocardiography. Echocardiographic 
images were acquired in the standard parasternal and 
apical views. The LV ejection fraction, LV volumes, and 
LV mass were determined for a total number of three 
times; first at the time of the visit to the hospital, and then 
at end of first and sixth months of follow up. Left atrial 
maximal volume (LAmax) is measured at LV end systole, 
and LA minimal volume (LAmin) at LV end diastole from 
the apical four-chamber view (area–length method). Left 
ventricular end-diastolic and end-systolic volumes (area–
length method) and EF is measured off-line from the apical 
four-chamber view. Mitral E-wave (E) and A-wave (A) 
velocities, E/A ratio, and E-wave deceleration time (DTE) 
is also measured off-line. The last variable is measured as 
the interval (in milliseconds) from peak early mitral filling 
to an extrapolation of the deceleration to 0 m/s. All 
measurements were obtained from the mean of 3 beats for 
patients in sinus rhythm and 5 beats for those with AF. A 
restrictive mitral inflow pattern was defined as an E/A > 2 
or between 1 and 2 and DTE < 140 ms in patients in sinus 
rhythm or a DTE<140 ms in patients with AF. Mitral 
regurgitation was assessed by color flow Doppler 
echocardiography. Data was analyzed by using SPSS 
software version 20. 
 
RESULTS 
In our study, Mean age of the study population was 36.08 
±16.13 years. Mean duration of symptoms was 1.8 years. 
The etiology of cardiomyopathy was idiopathic in 76%, 
viral myocarditis in 12%, peripartum cardiomyopathy in 
8% and drug induced in 4%. (fig 1) Table 1 shows 
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comparison of various parameters in patient group and 
control group. Mean age in the patient group was 
36.05±8.13 and mean age in control group was 40.50±8.40 
years. This difference between the two group was 
statistically significant (p<0.001). Mean body surface area 
in both the group was comparable (p.0.05). Left Atrial 
Volume (LAV) at admission was 75.57±27.60 ml in 
patients group and 58.57±21.37ml in control group. 
Difference in LAV at admission in both the group was 
statistically significant (p<0.01). Left atrial volume index 
at admission in patients group was (45.26±16.13ml/m2) 
significantly higher than control group (34.70±12.95 
ml/m2). (p<0.01) Left ventricular ejection fraction in 
patient’s group (33.32±6.65) was significantly lower than 
control group (62.95±6.77). (p<0.0001). Left ventricle 
internal dimensions at end diastole in patients group was 
5.89±0.59 and in control group was 4.6±0.51. The 
difference between both the group was statistically 
significant (p<0.001). Left ventricular lateral wall early 
diastolic mitral annulus velocity (Em) in patient;s group 
(0.92±0.25) was significantly lower than control group 
(1.07±0.20). ( p= <0.029). E/A ratio in patients group was 

1.71±0.90 and in control group was 1.30±0.25. It shows 
more restrictive mitral inflow pattern in patient’s group 
(p<0.05). E-wave deceleration time (DTE) in patient’s 
group was 165.74±40.11ms and in control group it was 
197±24.23 ms. Difference between these group was 
statistically significant. (p< 0.05). Left ventricular mass in 
both the group was comparable. Table 2 shows 
Comparison of Echo parameters at admission and at 6 
months in patient’s group. Left Atrial Volume at admission 
was 75.57±27.60 ml. It decreased to 66.33±24.69 ml. This 
difference was statistically not significant (p=0.08). Left 
atrial volume Index at admission was 45.26±16.13 ml/m2. 
It significantly reduced to 38.40±14.82 (p=0.02). The 
determinants of LA volume were defined by means of 
linear regression analysis (table 3). Em and LVEF were 
significant determinants of LA volume with p value of 0.03 
and 0.01. DTE and E/A ratio were not significant in our 
study. There was negative correlation between the LA 
volume and LA volume index. In this study, the predictive 
role of LA volume proved to be more powerful than MR, 
independent of the degree of MR.(table 4)

   

 
Figure 1: Etiology of cardiomyopathy 

 
Table 1: Comparison of patient’s group and control group according to baseline parameters 

S.no Parameters Pt. Group Control Significance 
(p) 

1 Age 36.05±8.13 40.50±8.40 < 0.0001 
2 BSA 1.67±0.10 1.69±0.15 NS 
3 Cal. LAV (At Adm) 75.57±27.60 58.57±21.37 <0.016 
4 LAV I (At Adm) 45.26±16.13 34.70±12.95 <0.01 
5 LV EF 33.32±6.65 62.95±6.77 <0.0001 
6 LV EDD 5.89±0.59 4.6±0.51 <0.0001 
7 Em 0.92±0.25 1.07±0.20 <0.029 
8 E/A Ratio 1.71±0.90 1.30±0.25 <0.05 
9 DTE 165.74±40.11 197±24.23 <0.002 

10 LV Mass 179.24±49.57 170.60±52.45 NS 
 

Table 2: Comparison of Echo parameters at admission and at 6 months in patient’s group 
Echo parameters At admission At 6 months Significance (p) 

Cal. LAV (ml) 75.57±27.60 66.33±24.69 P= 0.08 
LAVI (ml/m2) 45.26±16.13 38.40±14.82 P=0.02 
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Table 3: Determinants of LA volume 
S. No Parameters R Significance 

1 Em 0.333 <0.03 
2 LV EF -0.347 <0.012 
3 DTE 0.259 <0.095 
4 E/A Ratio 0.014 NS 

 
Table 4: Correlation of LAV Between Duration and Degree ff MR Severity 

S. No Parameters Duration MR Severity 
1 Cal LA V at Adm. r 0.339 (p<0.016) 0.115 (p=NS) 
2 Cal. LA V at 6 months r 0.316 (p<0.02) 0.106 (p=NS) 
3 LA V I at Adm. r 0.346 (p<0.013) 0.093 (p=NS) 

 
DISCUSSION 
In our study, Mean age of the study population was 36.08 
±16.13 years. Mean duration of symptoms was 1.8 years. 
In the study by Pinamonti et al.., the overall population had 
a relatively young mean age (39 ± 15 years). This casts 
doubt on the accuracy of mitral parameters in describing 
restrictive physiology, because of the strong age 
dependence of the mitral pattern. In our study, the etiology 
of cardiomyopathy was idiopathic in 76%, viral 
myocarditis in 12%, peripartum cardiomyopathy in 8% 
and drug induced in 4%. Similar findings were seen in 
Parale et al. 9 where idiopathic cardiomyopathy was 
observed in 75% and peripartum cardiomyopathy was seen 
in 12% patients. other etiology in the study were diabetic 
and alcoholic cardiomyopathy. In our study, Mean body 
surface area in both the group was comparable (p.0.05). 
Body size is a major determinant of LA size. To adjust for 
this influence, LA size should be indexed to a measure of 
body size, most commonly to body surface area. Indeed, 
age-related LA enlargement is a reflection of the 
pathophysiologic perturbations that often accompany 
advancing age rather than a consequence of chronologic 
aging. 
It has been shown that advancing age alone does not 
independently contribute to LA enlargement, and the 
impact of gender on LA volume can largely be accounted 
for by the differences in body surface area between men 
and women. Therefore, enlargement of the left atrium 
reflects remodeling associated with pathophysiologic 
processes. In our study, Patients with DCM showed a 
larger LA volume (75.57 ± 27.60 ml,) compared with 
normal control subjects (58.57 ± 21.37 p < 0.016). 
Differences in the E-wave velocity (0.92 ± 0.25 vs. 1.07 ± 
0.20; p <0.029), A-wave velocity (0.68 ± 0.32 vs. 0.82 ± 
0.16 p < 0.066), E/A ratio (1.71 ± 0.90 vs. 1.30 ± 0.25 p < 
0.05), or DT (165 ± 40.11 vs.197.25± 24.33 p <0.002) were 
observed between patients and control subjects. In our 
study we found a relation between atrial volume and 
diastolic markers but it was statistically not significant. 
Previous studies have shown that LA size is a good 
diastolic marker. 10,11 In this study, the predictive role of 

LA volume proved to be more powerful than MR, 
independent of the degree of MR, and it was confirmed in 
both the group of patients with and the group without MR. 
Mitral regurgitant volume is a key determinant of atrial 
volume, 12 which may reflect the severity, duration, and 
prognosis of MR 13 in this study, LA volume correlated 
weakly but significantly with the duration of the disease. 
Evidence for a prognostic role for LA volume to predict 
incident CHF is emerging. In a large prospective, 
population-based study, subjects with incident CHF during 
follow-up had slightly higher baseline LA linear diameters 
(39 mm vs. 37 mm for women [p < 0.01], 41 mm vs. 39 
mm for men [p < 0.01]). In a study of older adults referred 
for echocardiography, LA volume 32 ml/m2 was 
associated with increased incidence of CHF, independent 
of age, myocardial infarction, diabetes mellitus, 
hypertension, LV hypertrophy, and mitral inflow velocities 
(HR 1.97, 95% CI 1.4 to 2.7). Furthermore, in subjects 
with an LV ejection fraction 50% at baseline and within 
four weeks of incident CHF, there was an increase of 8 
ml/m2 in LA volume from baseline to CHF diagnosis, 
reflecting the added burden of diastolic dysfunction during 
the period of transition from preclinical to clinical status. 
In patients with chronic heart failure due to DCM, diastolic 
dysfunction is an important hallmark of the severity of the 
disease. The degree of diastolic impairment correlates with 
symptoms and prognosis more closely than Ejection 
Fraction. 14-16 
 
CONCLUSION 
LA remodeling is frequent, in patients with DCM. Left 
atrial volume is mainly determined by the degree of LV 
dilation, diastolic dysfunction, and the extent of MR. 
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